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t is not often that mathematical theory
is tested with a machine gun. In 1981
Dave Kelleyhouse, a wildlife biologist
employed by the state of Alaska, submitted a purchase requisition for an automatic
rifle to shoot wolves from aircraft in order to
increase moose hunter success. If removing
wolves was the management goal, it seemed
to make sense to accomplish this as efficiently
as possible. “Machine-gun Kelleyhouse”

didn’t reckon that public opinion would play
a role and that, once the public weighed in, his
supervisors would be displeased (1).
It is doubtful that elegant math was really
on the wildlife biologist’s mind. But 11 years
later, when the “experimental results” of killing wolves entered the scientific literature, it
was packaged as a field test of a theory based
on very seductive mathematical equations
and graphs. The idea was that, if wolves and
wolf kill rates could be brought to a very low
level, low-density moose populations would
increase and then remain at high density even
when wolves were allowed to recover (2).
Alas, the general result of temporary, intensive killing of wolves did not result in abundant moose, much less a “Serengeti of the
North” (3). Instead, in almost all cases, as
wolves recovered, there was a proportional
reduction in moose density.
Proportional change in predator and
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It’s a Wonderful Gift

paradigm, all the while championing their alternative ratiodependent model. Amassing
compelling evidence from
mathematics, logic, field data,
by Roger Arditi and
and experimental studies, they
Lev R. Ginzburg
have gradually gained support.
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prey populations is the theme
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of How Species Interact, the
will have closely followed the
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slimness of which belies its
debate over ratio dependence.
actual importance. In it, theThe present book usefully disoretical ecologists Roger Arditi (AgroPar- tills the theory in a grand narrative, albeit
isTech) and Lev Ginzburg (Stony Brook one written by the challengers to prevailing
University) provide a comprehensive sum- opinion. Arditi and Ginzberg have studied
mary of their long journey to recast scien- carefully the arguments of their critics and
tific understanding of predator-prey dynam- respond with a hypothesis based on “gradics. The authors continue to nudge ecologists ual interference” along a gradient of predbeyond the classical Lotka- ator density. By this notion, predators that
Volterra paradigm to a more exist at moderate to high density interfere or
realistic view they have indirectly compete with one another, leading
termed “ratio dependence.” to a “reduction in consumption rate due to
Although their argument sharing available prey with their neighbors.”
seemingly focuses on a Perhaps satisfyingly, gradual interference
small, arcane arena of pop- accommodates both prey-dependent and
ulation biology, few areas ratio-dependent perspectives, each operatwithin ecology could be ing in pure form at the extremes of predamore fundamental (4).
tor density.
Over two decades ago,
After a career in field biology that’s led to
Arditi and Ginzburg pub- an appreciation for the inherent complexity
lished a provocative paper in of predator-prey dynamics, I admit to being
which they argued that ecol- impressed by the immediate usefulness of
ogists had been misled dur- viewing predation through ratio-dependent
ing the previous half-century glasses. Elegant mathematics that describes
(5). Notwithstanding the ele- the essential core dynamic is a “wondergant experimental work by ful gift” to our understanding of the natural
Gause (6), Holling (7), and world, which physicist Eugene Wigner said
others in the decades following the much- “we neither understand nor deserve” (10).
cited work of Lotka (8) and Volterra (9), Arditi Imagine reaching the following insights
and Ginzburg contend that theories of coupled through mathematics and critical thinking:
predator-prey dynamics rest on an incorrect Whereas the presence or absence of predapremise: that predator kill rate is a function tors greatly affects prey numbers, annual
of prey density. Their contrarian view is that variation in predator density does not. Killing
predator kill rate is best understood in relation a wolf will not likely improve moose-, elk-,
to the ratio of prey to predator. At a fundamen- or deer-hunting success for humans. Improvtal level, predators represent a “conversion” ing habitat will increase prey numbers more
of biomass from their prey, so logically one successfully than will controlling predators.
would expect a proportional relationship.
Biological control of insect pests can actuIt would be a vast understatement to say ally work, even in a (mainly) ratio-dependent
that prey-dependent models based on Lotka- world. The mutual dependency of predator
Volterra dynamics are the entrenched, major- and prey is fundamentally asymmetrical—
ity view, for they are the foundation of most prey matter to predator populations far more
of the scientific literature on predation over than vice versa.
the past century. Never mind that the outIn reviewing the progress in scientific
come of the basic Lotka-Volterra model is understanding of predator-prey systems,
very sensitive to initial conditions; that the Arditi and Ginzburg decry the gap that exists
only model outcome, if the parameters are between theory and application. Microbicarefully adjusted, is an everlasting predator- ologists quickly confirmed and accepted the
prey cycle; and that no serious student of pre- basics of consumer-resource dynamics, but
dation believes the model suitably depicts the many applied ecologists (e.g., in my own field
real world. For over two decades, Arditi and of wildlife management) have an unfortunate
Ginzburg have picked away at the reigning phobia for all things mathematical. Readers
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Minding the Gap
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C

ambridge ethologist Patrick Bateson
once started a lecture on the naturenurture debate suggesting that “There
are two kinds of people: those who believe in
dichotomies and those who don’t.” His comment highlights an important aspect of the
debate, which is actually not about nature
versus nurture but whether behavior can be
dissected into “innate” and “acquired” components. Famously, behavioral biologist and
Nobel laureate Konrad Lorenz suggested that
that was the case. In the 1950s and 1960s, he
and psychologist Daniel Lehrman engaged
in heated debates that are now among the
classics of the behavioral biology canon.
Lehrman criticized Lorenz for his dichotomous thinking and suggested instead that
development is a complex process involving
continual interaction between the individual
and its environment. Because the environment changes all the time, the nature of the
interaction itself also changes during development (1). Subsequently, the term “innate”
became anathema to most biologists, whereas
until not so long ago (2) it was still used quite
happily by many psychologists.
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I would have thought that Lehrman had and developmental systems theory to resolve
finally settled the matter, but apparently the debates. I feel that developmental sysdevelopmental psychologist Dale Goldhaber tems theory is more than adequate to analyze
(University of Vermont) begs to differ. I was development, and evolutionary psychology
quite surprised to see that in The Nature– is completely out of place here. Goldhaber
Nurture Debates, he does not refer to the clas- magnanimously acknowledges that his solusic Lorenz-Lehrman discussion at all. When tion is not original but has been around in
reading his interesting historical account, essence since the 1970s. Thus it would seem
however, I realized that the real dichotomy that the problem—if indeed there is one—has
here is between biology and psychology. been solved long ago. The author suggests
Whereas for biologists like myself, Lehrman that “it doesn’t hurt to be reminded of things
has settled the matter, allowing us to move on, once in a while.” He may have a point there,
Goldhaber makes quite clear that the debates and I certainly enjoyed reading his historical
continue among psychologists.
account of the various debates.
Futhermore, what Goldhaber calls the clasBut I fear that Goldhaber’s message will
sic debate was actually going on long before not reach the audiences that need it most: evoLorenz and Lehrman had a go. Of the many lutionary psychologists and other scientists
participants, I was particularly impressed with who cling to a reductionist nativist view of
the insights of Anne Anastasi, who seems to development and, most important, the genhave independently reached similar conclu- eral public. Unfortunately, the truth about
sions to Lehrman at around the
development as a dynamic
same time. Goldhaber’s historprocess cannot be captured
The Nature–Nurture
ical account offers some interin simple sound bites. It is so
Debates
esting surprises. One would
much easier to boldly state
Bridging the Gap
have thought that Edward
that a particular human trait
by Dale Goldhaber
Thorndike, who formulated
lies “in our genes”—which is
Cambridge University Press,
a number of laws of learning,
why the media continue to use
Cambridge, 2012. 188 pp.
would be an ardent empirisuch outmoded terminology. I
$85, £55. ISBN 9780521195362.
cist. But Goldhaber reveals
share the frustration of many
Paper, $27.99, £17.99.
that Thorndike actually had
colleagues when our students
ISBN 9780521148795.
strongly held nativist beliefs
continue to talk about “innate
that are difficult to distinguish
behavior” despite our attempts
from blatant eugenics, expressing consider- to provide them with a nuanced view of develable pessimism as to the power of education opment. This sorry state of affairs often forces
in improving mankind.
developmental scientists to fight ever-popular
In addition to the classic debate, Gold- notions of nature and nurture. For example,
haber identifies “new” and “proxy” debates geneticist Simon Fisher (a codiscoverer of the
that are continuing. Beyond the rearguard bat- FOXP2 gene that is mutated in the members
tles, however, scientific practice has moved of an English family with severe speech probon. For instance, in developmental cognitive lems) spends considerable time in his pubneuroscience, current theories of the devel- lic talks and reviews (6) stating emphatically
opment of face recognition involve complex that FOXP2 is not a “language gene.” In fact,
interactions between learning and predispo- there is no such thing as a gene for any kind of
sitions subserved by subcortical mechanisms behavior or cognitive mechanism. So maybe
(3). Likewise, it has become apparent that there still is work to be done—and gaps to
the remarkable ability of children to acquire be bridged. Goldhaber has indicated ways of
language is the result of a complex interplay doing so but regrettably favors a less useful
between domain-general learning abilities one himself. Nevertheless, his book offers an
and universal grammar (4). Perhaps what ulti- excellent historical introduction to the debates
mately made the old dichotomous thinking and as such deserves a wide readership among
obsolete is the recent epigenetics revolution, biologists and psychologists alike.
exemplified by the work of Michael Meaney
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who do not fully understand the equations of
Arditi and Ginzburg will not appreciate all
of the elegance and evidence in How Species
Interact. Yet all ecologists will certainly gain
by grasping the conclusions and philosophy
found in the book.
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